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JOY IN WORK,
GERMAN WORK

The National Debate, 1800-1945
Joan Campbell

This book analyzes in vivid detail the German debate
about the importance and meaning of work as it changed
under the impact of industrialization, with special emphasis
on the period between the two world wars. A social history
of ideas, it covers the writings of such thinkers as Hegel,
Marx, and Weber, but also examines contributions made by
industrial psychologists, engineers, educators, and others
who actively promoted reforms. A final section deals with
the National Socialists, who promised to reinvigorate the
German work ethic, restore joy in work, and reintegrate the
German worker into the Volk community.

"Professor Campbell has written an incredibly rich and
exhaustive account of German concepts of work since the
late nineteenth century. She is able to demonstrate that the
intensive debate on the nature and politics of work
represents a central clue to modernization and its political
and cultural ramifications. Her conclusion that the period
of a national concept of work has drawn to an end in the
last twenty years is sure to spark lively debate."
—Frank Tromtnler, University of Pennsylvania
Cloth: $37.50 ISBN 0-691-05569-6

AT YOUR BOOKSTORE OR

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS
41 WILLIAM ST. • PRINCETON. NJ 08640 • (609) 452-4900
ORDERS 800-PRS-ISBN (777-4726)
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Wilhelm II
Prince and Emperor, 1859-1900
by Lamar Cecil

Examines how Wilhelm's Anglo-German genealogy,
his education, and his subsequent service as an officer
in the Prussian army proved to be unfortunate
legacies in shaping his behavior and ideas. "Extensive

ari.hiv.il research and an unusually thorough
knowledge of the literature have combined
to produce a rich political narrative of the
first half of the Kaiser's life."
—Peter Paret
486 pp., $39.95

Old
Wounds

Jews, Ukrainians and the
;., Hunt for Nazi War

• Criminals in Canada
^ by Harold Troper and

Morton Weinfeld
With a New Introduction

by the Authors

Documents forty years of
willful government inaction
against Nazi war criminals and
collaborators who found haven in

Canada after World War II. Old
Wounds recalls the efforts by Canadian
Jewry to focus attention on these Nazis
and explores the tensions generated
between Jews and others of eastern
European origin.
472 pp., $29.95

available at bookstores or from
The University of
North Carolina Press
Post Office Box 2288
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2288
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